
switch on Bluetooth before adding networks.
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1.First,switch on cellular data network or connect to WIFI network. Then, 

    download  the app called “Tuya Smart” from the “app market”. and open, 

    register and log in it.

2. After login, click “my home”. Click the plus sign at the upper right corner.

   Choose “Security Monitoring”. Gate Lock(WIFI). Input the name and password

   of WIFI network(or mobile hotspot) and click “next step”. Choose “Check 

   keyboard lights flash” and click “next step”.

3. Meanwhile, *+# Verify the identity of administrator to enter the menu interface

    of the gate lock and click “6" (Add network). At this time, there are two kinds 

    of voice broadcasts: 1.Hotspot connection 2.Smart connection. The user can 

    click “1" or “2" to choose corresponding connection type in accordance with 

     the network mobile phone connects to.

4.Wait for the connection. If the user succeeds in the network connection, the 

    user can see “Successfully added” in the app, and click “complete”. In the 

    meantime, there will be a tip which shows “Operation Success” from the gate 

   lock. Otherwise, there will be a tip which shows “Operation failure”.

Note: 

1. Please register as “administrator” before the network connection;

2. After the network connection, “1" (or “2") and “*” on the device will keep bright, 

   and Light “5" will be flashes at a 1-second interval at first. If the network 

    connection fails after 45s,there will be a voice prompt “Please switch on 

    Bluetooth of mobile phone”, then Light “5" will be flashes at 0.5-second 

    interval. If the device is connected to the router but not the cloud, Light “5" will 

    flash rapidly at 150ms. This WIFI module is double module with WIFI and 

    Bluetooth, where Bluetooth  is used to distribute network, so the user can 

3. When using the Gate lock, if the user succeeds in network connection, the 

    blue light, which is a mood light, will flash twice to indicate that network is 

    connected (not in the model of adding networks).

4. For remote unlocking, input 9#, and the mobile app will receive the request 
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